
Inventory Horizon Elegance 88 2008
Specs
Hull Shape: Displacement

Dimensions
Beam: 6.40 m
LWL: 22.83 m
Maximum Draft: 1.88 m
Dry Weight: 85275 kgs

Engines
Engine 1:
Engine Brand: MTU
Engine Model: 12V 2000 M93 1800 HP
Engine Type: Inboard
Engine 2:
Engine Brand: MTU
Engine Model: 12V 2000 M93 1800 HP 
Engine Type: Inboard
Engine/Fuel Type: Diesel

Tanks
Fresh Water Tanks: (1892 Litres)
Fuel Tanks: (10220 Litres)
Holding Tanks: (567 Litres)

Inside Equipment
Stern thruster
Bow thruster
Fresh water maker

Electrical Equipment
Generator
Tropical specified A/C throughout 

Manufacturers Description 
The Horizon Elegance 88 is a contemporary style vessel combining a performance-oriented hull 
with a sleek superstructure; all the while retaining the family resemblance to the other models in 
the Elegance Series. The inspiration of her designer, John Lindblom, derives from the demand for 
an increasingly modern look with a keen eye for classic lines. The interior layout inherits Horizon's 
successful concept of ensuring living comfort with spacious accommodations. Horizon, the world-
leading motor yacht brand, has earned universal acclaim for uncompromising quality, 
contemporary styling and luxurious appointments. Certified to ISO 9001, the Horizon Group builds 
50-to-130 foot luxury yachts to the highest technological standards for safety, sea keeping and 
durability, and offers optional DNV Classification and MCA compliance. 
Additional Specs, Equipment and Information:

This beautifully maintained 2008 model Horizon Elegance 88 is brought to you by our 
Advocacy service. This service is headed by well known mariner and surveyor Graham 
Stephens. Graham's 35 year long association with the marine industry in fields such as 
marine survey, vessel chartering, build consulting and the piloting and delivery of vessels 
around the world have enabled Graham to not only give excellent guidance to potential 
vessel owners but also premium access to quality vessels throughout the world. Graham 
represents the buyer only! . His aim is to assist and guide the buyer in all facets of the 



buying process on an International basis. Thus, avoiding the many pitfalls, selecting the 
correct vessel for the intended purpose and achieving the best possible price. Both on new 
build and pre owned alike.
The total landed in Australia price of this excellent vessel inclusive of GST and Duty 
commissioning and compliance is  AUD$2,650,000
For further information on this vessel or our buyers advisory services please phone 
Graham on - Mob 0414 435894


